One of the crucial factors in achieving a high punctuality in railway traffic systems, is the ability to effectively reschedule the trains when disturbances occur. The railway traffic rescheduling problem is a complex task to solve both from a practical and a computational perspective. Problems of practically relevant sizes have typically a very large search space, making them timeconsuming to solve even for state-of-the-art optimization solvers. Though competitive algorithmic approaches are a widespread topic of research, not much research has been done to explore the opportunities and challenges in parallelizing them. This paper presents a parallel algorithm to efficiently solve the real-time railway rescheduling problem on a multi-core parallel architecture. We devised (1) an effective way to represent the solution space as a binary tree and (2) a novel sequential heuristic algorithm based on a depth-first search (DFS) strategy that quickly traverses the tree. Based on that, we designed a parallel algorithm for a multi-core architecture, which proved to be 10.5 times faster than the sequential algorithm even when run on a single processing core. When executed on a parallel machine with 8 cores, the speed further increased by a factor of 4.68 and every disturbance scenario in the considered case study was solved within 6 s. We conclude that for the problem under consideration, though a sequential DFS approach is fast in several disturbance scenarios, it is notably slower in many other disturbance scenarios. The parallel DFS approach that combines a DFS with simultaneous breadth-wise tree exploration, while being much faster on an average, is also consistently fast across all scenarios.
Introduction
Decision-making is the process of identifying, assessing and making appropriate decisions to solve a problem. Scheduling is a decision-making process that involves making choices regarding allocation of available resources to tasks over a given time period with a goal to optimize one or more objectives (Pinedo, 2016) . Scheduling is a frequently employed crucial operation in several organizations and sectors e.g., manufacturing industries and the railway transport sector.
In railway traffic network management, the ability to efficiently schedule the trains and the network maintenance, influences the punctuality of trains and Quality of Service (QoS) significantly. The importance is reflected in the goal set by the Swedish railway industry stating that by year 2020, 95 % of all trains should arrive at the latest within five minutes of the initially planned arrival time (Trafikverket, 2015) . Similar goals have been set by the railway industries in Australia (NSW-Transport, 2016) , Netherlands (Nederlandse-Spoorwegen, 2016) and several countries across the world, thus emphasizing the importance of train punctuality and QoS. The punctuality of trains is primarily affected by (1) the occurrence of disturbances, (2) the robustness of the train schedules (i.e., the timetables) and the associated ability to recover from delays, as well as (3) the ability to effectively reschedule trains when https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trc.2018.07.003 Received 28 November 2017; Received in revised form 27 June 2018; Accepted 4 July 2018
Problem description
In the railway sector, day-to-day train services are based on preplanned timetables which ensure feasibility of the services by respecting the applicable constraints. Typically, such constraints enforce safety by requiring a minimum time separation between consecutive trains passing through the same railway track. A disturbance in a railway network is an unexpected event that renders the originally planned timetable infeasible by introducing 'conflicts'. A conflict is considered to be a situation that arises when two trains require an infrastructure resource during overlapping time periods in a way such that one or more system constraints are violated.
Disturbances are triggered by incidents such as over-crowded platform(s) that possibly lead to unexpectedly long boarding times and minor delays, or larger incidents such as power shortages, train malfunctions, signalling system failures that cause more significant delays. Railway timetables are planned with appropriate time margins in order to recover from minor delays. Hence, in case of a minor disturbance, the affected train(s) may be able to recover from the effects of the disturbance provided there is sufficient buffer in the original timetable. In case of a disturbance that causes a significant delay to one or more trains, conflicts arise in the original timetable and it becomes operationally infeasible. The resolution of these conflicts to obtain a feasible timetable during operations, constitutes real-time railway traffic rescheduling.
In order to resolve a conflict, the following three tactics are frequently employed: (1) Retiming, i.e., allocating new arrival and departures times to one or more trains, (2) local rerouting, i.e., allocating alternative tracks to one or more trains, (3) reordering, i.e., prioritizing a train over another. Apart from these tactics, conflicts can also be handled by: (4) Globally rerouting the trains, or (5) partially/fully cancelling the affected train services. The algorithmic approach presented in this paper applies only the first three mentioned rescheduling actions.
During a disturbance, rescheduling the railway traffic is typically handled manually by train dispatchers who have very limited access to decision support systems (Törnquist Krasemann, 2012; Larsen et al., 2014) . The time available for analysing alternative decisions is often very limited. Under these circumstances, a safe rescheduling strategy often employed by train dispatchers is to reduce the delay of important trains by prioritizing them over other trains (Törnquist Krasemann, 2012) . This strategy does not always lead to the best rescheduling solution as several potentially desirable alternative schedules are never considered. Thus, it is a challenge for the decision-maker to analyze alternative desirable solutions and motivate his/her rescheduling choices within the available time.
Related work
In this section, we present an overview of the work that is most relevant to our research objectives. The various problem formulations, models and solution approaches employed for real-time railway (re) scheduling have been surveyed time and again by researchers (Törnquist, 2006; Cacchiani et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2015) . In recent work, Fang et al. (2015) present a comprehensive survey of various types of modelling and solution approaches for the railway rescheduling problem. According to their survey, the most frequently used models for the rescheduling of railway traffic networks are mixed integer linear programming (MILP) models, alternative graph (Mascis and Pacciarelli, 2002 ) models and integer programming (IP) models, in the mentioned order. The survey by Fang et al. (2015) also reveals that heuristic approaches are most frequently employed by researchers to solve real-time railway rescheduling problems.
Real-time railway rescheduling can be considered as a combinatorial optimization problem. In combinatorial optimization, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) computing has been successfully used by meta-heuristic algorithms (Bożejko et al., 2010 (Bożejko et al., , 2012 Luong et al., 2013) as well as exact algorithms (Melab et al., 2012; Dabah et al., 2016 ) to achieve significant speedups. Bożejko et al. (2010) report about achievements of significant speedups (2×-55×) for various benchmark instances of the flexible job shop problem, by parallelizing their algorithm on GPUs.
The branch and bound algorithmic approach to the flow shop problem has also been parallelized on the GPU in recent works (Melab et al., 2012; Dabah et al., 2016) . Melab et al. (2012) use the computing power of the GPU for the calculation of lower bounds (rather than using it for the parallel exploration of the search tree). Their approach is well-motivated as the explored search tree is highly irregular, thus making the tree exploration not well-suitable for parallelization on the GPUs. The algorithm uses a large pool of threads on the GPU to compute the lower bounds while the CPU performs elimination, selection and branching operations. The authors claim to achieve significant speedups (of the order of 100×) from their GPU implementation in comparison with the corresponding sequential implementation. Chakroun et al. (2013) extend the work of Melab et al. (2012) and present an improved parallel algorithm with reduced thread divergence.
In the domain of scheduling and rescheduling of railway traffic, there have been relatively few works (Abramson et al., 1994; Mu and Dessouky, 2011; Iqbal and Grahn, 2012; Petersson, 2015) that employ parallelization techniques. In one of the early works, Abramson et al. (1994) accelerate the execution of their genetic algorithm for the computation of efficient train schedules by parallelizing their algorithm. They parallelize their algorithm both on shared memory architectures (e.g. multi-core CPUs) and distributed architectures (cluster of computers). Mu and Dessouky (2011) propose a parallel heuristic algorithm for scheduling freight trains. Though their parallel implementation runs faster than the sequential counterpart, it produces a train schedule with higher delays compared to the schedule produced by the sequential implementation.
In relatively recent works, Petersson (2015) and Iqbal and Grahn (2012) present the parallelization of a greedy algorithm for realtime railway rescheduling on GPUs and multi-core CPUs respectively. The work of Iqbal and Grahn (2012) focuses on improving the quality of obtained solutions, while the work of Petersson (2015) focuses on achieving better speedup values. Their work shows promising potential to explore more solutions per unit time in comparison to the sequential algorithm.
In the greedy heuristic presented by Törnquist Krasemann (2012) , the rescheduling problem is modelled as a search for the best order in which the train events are to be scheduled or prioritized. Each branch in the search tree corresponds to an order in which the train events are scheduled. This approach has the advantage that all the branches in the tree are of the same size resulting in a very regular search tree (with a fixed determinate depth) that is well-suited for parallelization. On the other hand, since changing the order of the events does not always result in different feasible schedules, redundant branches exist in the search tree. Thus, some of the computing power in the GPU parallelized algorithm (Petersson, 2015) is wasted in exploring redundant solutions. Petersson (2015) mentions that in one of the chosen disturbance scenarios, 1770 practically equal solutions are explored simultaneously.
Van Thielen et al. (2017) present a heuristic conflict prevention technique in which they construct a solution tree based on conflicts at the nodes. Though our intended search tree has similar characteristics, we explore comparatively higher number of nodes and also prune branches based on the cost of the global best solution.
The railway rescheduling problem of practically relevant sizes has a very large search space. Owing to that, it is a time-consuming problem to solve, even for state-of-the-art solvers. Not much research has been done to explore the opportunities and challenges in parallelizing the algorithmic approaches for real-time railway rescheduling. It is evident that the way in which the problem is modelled plays a vital role in the 'intelligent' navigability of the search space, the avoidance of redundant solutions, and the parallelizability of the algorithm. Thus, an algorithmic approach needs to have (1) an effective way of defining the feasible search space and (2) a potentially parallelizable, cost-effective search strategy. In this paper we address both the aspects, but focus on the latter. We did not come across any research studies that jointly deal with the aforementioned issues within the domain of railway traffic distance management and rescheduling. In our work, we make an effort to contribute towards filling this research gap. The main contributions of the work presented in this paper are the following:
(i) an effective way to represent the search space in the form of a train-conflict tree.
(ii) a novel heuristic sequential algorithm for real-time railway rescheduling that quickly traverses the conflict tree, (iii) a parallelized algorithmic approach incorporating the sequential algorithm, and implemented on a multi-core architecture in order to achieve speedup and consistently lower execution times, and (iv) a systematic performance assessment of the presented algorithms based on real data.
Algorithmic framework

Definitions, assumptions and restrictions
In this sub-section, we introduce the main terminology, notation and constraints while the detailed corresponding mathematical formulation is outlined in Appendix A.
An event is a resource request by a certain train for a specific section (Törnquist Krasemann, 2012) . A section can be of two types: (1) line section (comprising of one block or a sequence of several consecutive blocks), (2) station section. Every section of the infrastructure has a limited number of individual bi-directional tracks. We do not consider the restrictions that may arise due to the individual properties of tracks (e.g., track length).
The schedule of a train i is a series of consecutive train events. , and a binary parameter h i k , to indicate if it is an event occurring at a station section with a scheduled passenger stop in which case the train cannot depart before the initially planned end time. A given timetable can be viewed as a set of train-event lists or alternatively as a set of section-event lists, which in turn can be viewed as a collection of track-event lists. The latter perspective is particularly useful when detecting the conflicts in a timetable. All the event lists are always in a chronological order. Each pair of consecutive events in a train-event list correspond to a pair of adjacent sections in the route of the train. Each pair of consecutive events in a section-event list correspond to a pair of trains that occupy the section successively.
We assume that we have an initial feasible timetable T orig and a disturbance renders the timetable infeasible. We also assume that the disturbance as well as the disturbed timetable are known to the decision maker (e.g., infrastructure manager) at a wall clock time W 0 . At the time of disturbance, several events of the trains have already finished/started and therefore those events cannot be assigned new times in the rescheduled timetable.
The algorithm strives to minimize the total final delay of all trains, where a delay is non-negative. That is, early trains do not reduce the total final delay.
The main restrictions are outlined below: • Run time and dwell time constraints: On each line section, a train can run faster than initially planned, but never faster than minimum occupation time d i k , . On station sections, d i k , corresponds to the minimum required dwell time.
• Departure time constraints: In the case of events that occur on a station, if the corresponding train i of an event i k
, then it cannot depart from the station (i.e., the event cannot end) before its initially planned departure time.
Infrastructure restrictions
• Track occupancy constraints at sections: A train can occupy only one track of a section and not more. At most one train is permitted to occupy any specific track at a time.
• Track consistency constraints: In two consecutive line sections, a train has to occupy the same track, i.e., it cannot switch track.
• Clear time constraints: Trains allocated to the same track t of a section j should be separated by a minimum clear time Δ j whenever: 1. they are running in the opposite direction on the section (denoted by O ⇄ ), or 2. section j is a single-block section (denoted by
• Headway constraints: Trains allocated to the same track t of a section j should be separated by a minimum headway time H j whenever: 1. they are in the same direction (denoted by S ⇉ ), and 2. section j is a multi-block section (denoted by 
Design choices
With an aim to significantly reduce the size of the search tree and the number of redundant solutions, we represent the search tree with conflicts as the nodes and rescheduling decisions as the edges. An example of an alternative design choice is to represent the tree with train events as the nodes (Törnquist Krasemann, 2012) . We refer to the node of the tree as a conflict node as it corresponds to a conflict in a partial timetable. We refer to the edge as a decision edge as it corresponds to rescheduling decision(s). Leaf nodes in the unpruned branches correspond to feasible solutions.
The next design choice is related to the conflict nodes. Typically, a conflict can be between two or more trains. But we chose a conflict node to represent a conflict between exactly two trains. The rationale for this choice is to ensure that the search tree is binary, so that it is more structured and easily parallelizable. We recall that one of the aims of the algorithm is to have a good workload for parallelization. Alternative design choices are (1) to make a conflict node to represent a conflict between two or more trains, (2) to Fig. 1 . Illustration of the infrastructure's granularity (Törnquist Krasemann, 2012 ).
S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) make a conflict node represent multiple conflicts. However, in both cases the construction of each child node (which involves the resolution of the conflict in the parent node) might take varying amount of time. This potentially leads to unequal thread workloads during parallelization. The next design choice is related to the metric that determines the branches to be pruned. We chose the predicted total final delay (i.e., sum of all train delays at their final destinations) as the pruning (or guiding) criteria since it adequately captures the propagation of delay over time and space. Nevertheless, there are also other important metrics to consider (Josyula and Törnquist Krasemann, 2017) , e.g., the number of delayed trains. However, such a metric (i.e., the number of delayed trains) is ideally applied when passenger flow data is available to indicate the weight (or importance) that is to be assigned to different trains and departures. Thus, during the construction of the search tree, though we observe the number of delayed trains, we use the predicted total final delay as the pruning criteria. In a situation where passenger flow data is available, the algorithm can easily be re-designed (i.e., by changing only a few lines in the corresponding source code) to enable the application of the aforementioned alternative metric.
The aim of the algorithm is to produce one or more feasible timetables from the disturbed timetable by retiming, local rerouting and reordering of affected trains. Retiming a train means adjusting the departure and/or arrival times of the train (by shifting the originally allocated time slots, delaying or speeding up the train). Throughout our algorithm, we retime a train by employing the following tactics:
(1) by increasing the dwell time or run time on a chosen station section or line section respectively, and/or (2) by decreasing the dwell and run times on all other line and station sections respectively, while satisfying the respective constraints, (3) by appropriately shifting the timeslots of the events, in order to satisfy the No-Wait constraint, (4) by appropriately increasing the dwell times at commercial stations, in order to satisfy the Departure Time constraint.
In order to fulfil our aim, we implement the algorithm in the following consecutive stages:
(A) Utilizing available time supplements (UTS) (prior to the construction of the search tree).
The conflicts in the initial disturbed timetable are identified and 'handled' (not necessarily resolved) by retiming the trains involved in those conflicts through employing all of the retiming tactics 2-4.
(B) Iterative conflict detection and resolution (ICDR).
Each conflict is resolved by reordering trains (i.e., prioritizing one train over another) and by employing one of the following rescheduling tactics: (i) Local rerouting (the unprioritized train).
-Track reallocations at line sections.
-Platform reassignments at station sections. (ii) Retiming (the unprioritized train) by employing all of the retiming tactics 1-4.
While retiming in the context of utilizing the time supplements, we do not delay a train unless it is violating the Departure time constraint at a station section. The process of Iterative Conflict Detection and Resolution (ICDR) is logically equivalent to construction (and simultaneous navigation) of a Full Binary Tree starting with the root node, in a depth-first manner. We explicitly utilize the time supplements prior to the ICDR stage (i.e., prior to the search tree construction). The rationale for this choice is to maximize the use of time supplements at a prior step, so that the solution cost typically increases along every branch of the tree. This enables us to reduce the discarding of potentially desirable branches while pruning. In contrast, these time supplements can be utilized while making the rescheduling decisions (i.e., while adding decision edges to the search tree), in which case the cost of a node (i.e., the cost of a partial solution representing the node) could often be less than the cost of its ancestor node.
The search tree represents only a subset of the entire solution space, primarily due to the following choices made in the rescheduling strategy:
• If we can resolve a conflict by reallocating tracks of a train, we do not explore the retiming strategy for that train to resolve that particular conflict. The rationale for this is to balance the number of local-rerouting and retiming decisions that are made during rescheduling.
• If both the trains involved in a conflict are in the same direction on the conflict section, we use a First-come, First-served (FCFS) strategy. The second train to enter the conflict section is delayed on the adjacent section. Our experimental trials with few alternative strategies, while not producing better results, also resulted in larger search trees.
• In the retiming strategy for two trains in the opposite direction, while delaying the unprioritized train, it is delayed on the first multi-track section prior to the section of conflict. The rationale behind this design choice is to delay the train as late as possible (ALAP).
Utilization of available Time Supplements (UTS)
First and foremost, we detect the conflicts in the disturbed timetable and utilize available time supplements on the trains involved in the conflicts. The detected conflicts are the direct effect of the disturbance on the original timetable. Every conflict corresponds to the violation of a clear time constraint or a headway constraint on a section, whichever is applicable in the scenario. For example, in We detect the conflicts in an infeasible timetable by the procedure illustrated in Algorithm 1. At each track of every section in the infrastructure, for each pair of consecutive events in the corresponding track-event list, we check if the applicable constraint is violated. In case of such a violation, we record it as a conflict and add the conflict information to the list of detected conflicts. We handle the initially detected conflicts by 'greedily' decreasing the run times and dwell times of the trains involved in conflicts by making use of available time supplements, whenever possible. One alternative strategy that we considered is to decrease the run times, dwell times of the trains only up to their conflict event. However, our experimental trials suggested us to adopt the greedy strategy. In order to satisfy the No-wait constraint, we shift the time slots of the events whenever necessary. Additionally, in order to satisfy the Departure Time constraint, we also increase the dwell time of the train on a commercial station if it reaches the station before the originally planned time. This usually occurs as a result of decreasing run times and dwell times on prior sections.
It is important to note that new conflicts may arise due to the retiming that is carried out in this stage. All the existing unresolved conflicts and the newly arisen conflicts are resolved in the ICDR stage, where the time supplements of trains involved in the newly arisen conflicts are also utilized. Algorithm 1. Detect conflicts Fig. 2 . A time-distance graph of the railway traffic network (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) to describe the type of conflicts. Note: Assume that clear time and headway time intervals = 3 min.
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Detailed UTS algorithm
In the following section, we discuss in detail the algorithm employed to utilize the time supplements (Algorithm 2) prior to construction of the search tree. The disturbed timetable is generated by: (i) copying the original timetable (lines 2-4), (ii) updating the disturbed event (line 5), and (iii) adding the disturbance time to the begin and end times of all the subsequent events in the event list of the disturbed train (lines 6-8). In line 9, we detect all the conflicts in the disturbed timetable. In lines 11-13, we select the events for which we intend to utilize the time supplements. Then, for each of the selected event (that is not the first event in its train event list), in line 15, we shift the begin time of the event so that the No-wait constraint is not violated. In line 16, we change the end time of the event E, while ensuring that the Departure Time constraint is satisfied. This is done by introducing maximum() and * e h E initial E . The actual value of the time supplement of an event E is
In order to utilize this time supplement, we only need to know the minimum time of the event E, i.e., d E . The timings of event E are changed irrespective of the fact that it may cause new conflicts.
The aim of this algorithm is not to resolve the conflicts detected in line 6, but only to utilize the time supplements of the trains involved in those conflicts. As mentioned earlier, the rationale for this design choice is to maximize the use of time supplements in a stage prior to search tree construction (i.e., in the current UTS stage), so that the solution cost (i.e. the predicted total final delay) typically increases along every branch of the search tree. Such an increase in cost enables us to reduce the discarding of potentially desirable branches while pruning. Hence, after the disturbed timetable is modified (i.e., after execution of line 16), the number of conflicts in the resulting timetable may increase, decrease or remain the same in comparison to the number of conflicts detected in line 9. This algorithm results in a partial timetable which is the starting point for the construction of the decision tree in the ICDR stage.
Iterative Conflict Detection and Resolution (ICDR)
After the rescheduling performed in the previous stage (by employing retiming tactics 2-4), we now have a partial timetable with conflicts. We obtain one or more feasible timetables from this partial timetable by iteratively detecting conflicts and resolving them by (i) reordering and (ii) by either local rerouting or retiming (by employing tactics 1-4).
We can resolve a conflict in two alternate ways; by prioritizing either of the train over the other one that is involved in the conflict. These two alternatives constitute the two decision edges of a conflict node in the search tree. While finding feasible solutions, we consider both the alternatives with respect to prioritizing trains. This can be seen from line 13 and line 19 of Algorithm 3. At each conflict node, we apply either of the following rescheduling tactics on the unprioritized train in order to build the child node:
(i) Local rerouting -Reallocating the track of the unprioritized train at a station section or a line section. (ii) Retiming -Delaying the unprioritized train in favour of the prioritized train by increasing its run time (or dwell time) on the chosen section. -Utilizing the time supplements of the unprioritized train if it has not already been done in the previous stage.
We locally reroute the unprioritized train whenever an empty track is available on the conflict section throughout the time that it occupies that section. Otherwise, we retime the train by employing the delaying strategy in Table 1 and also the retiming tactics 2-4. In case of a multi-track conflict section with no empty track, the unavailability of an empty track is because all the other tracks are occupied at least for some time throughout the required time duration. In this case, local rerouting is not a straightforward option and any attempt to locally reroute the train may generate several additional conflicts. This is the rationale for employing retiming in such a scenario. While rerouting, we allocate the unprioritized train to the first empty track of the conflict section that is available for the time that the train occupies that section.
In order to efficiently construct the search tree and to avoid potentially infeasible and undesirable solutions, we do not explore a conflict node further when certain conditions are satisfied. The conditions are as follows:
1. When the cost of the partial timetable (corresponding to the conflict node) is greater than the cost of the best solution found so far.
Explanation: Typically, the cost of a child node is greater than (e.g., when a train is delayed in favour of another train) or equal to (e.g., when a track is reallocated) the cost of the parent node. 2. When both the conflict trains are travelling in the same direction on the conflict section and the first train to enter the section is unprioritized. Explanation: When two trains travelling in the same direction have a conflict, we adopt the FCFS strategy on the conflict section. The multi-track section in the route of the train that is prior to and closest to the conflict section.
The train is delayed on the delay section until the prioritized train enters that section and such that the clear time constraint on the section adjacent to the delay section is fulfilled. Same
The section in the route of the train that is prior to and closest to the conflict section.
The train is delayed on the delay section for the least possible time such that the violated constraint on the conflict section is fulfilled.
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Each feasible solution obtained from the construction of the tree has a corresponding complete branch in the tree. We perform Depth-first Search (DFS) to construct (and simultaneously traverse) the tree, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Example of search tree construction
An example of a search tree is given in Fig. 4 . In this example, a train experiences a delay of 5 min (300 s) at a section. After utilizing the time supplements, we construct the tree by following the steps in Algorithm 3, which correspond to a depth-first construction of the tree as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Since Construct() is a recursive function, constructing the root node by calling Construct(Root node) builds the entire tree through recursive function calls. Line 2 of Algorithm 3 corresponds to initiating the construction of the root node (and consequently the entire search tree). Lines 4-24 are executed at each node of the tree. We present and explain the crucial steps in Algorithm 3 that happen during the construction of the root node:
1. Conflict detection (Line 4): In this step, conflicts in the partial timetable of a node are detected (by means of Algorithm 1). Each S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 detected conflict is in the form of a tuple:̂î k i k j (( , ), ( , ), ), in which the event i k ( , ) precedes event̂î k ( , ) on section j in the corresponding partial timetable. Unsorted conflicts: We say that a conflict c 1 precedes another conflict c 2 if the first event in its tuple precedes its counterpart in the tuple of conflict c 2 . Based on this definition, it is important to note that the detected conflicts are not in a chronological order, i.e., they are unsorted. 2. Selecting a conflict to resolve (Line 10): In this step, we select the 'earliest' occurring conflict among the detected conflicts, in order to resolve at the node. In a C++ implementation, this is achieved by simply making use of std::sort() and a custom comparator.
In Fig. 4 , this step corresponds to labelling the node, e.g., in case of the root node, selecting the conflict between Train 1267 and Train 94979 at the single-tracked section ÖND1-VÖV. 3. Prioritization of a train in the selected conflict (Line 13): The step prior to resolving the selected conflict is to prioritize a train among the two trains involved in that conflict. In Fig. 4 , this prioritization corresponds to the left edge of the root node, labelled as "94979 waits for 1267 ⋯ ". The first train in the selected conflict of the root node (Fig. 4) is Train 1267. Hence, while constructing the left edge, Train 1267 is prioritized over the other train, and thus the Train 94979 is made to wait. S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 4. Resolving the selected conflict (Line 14): After prioritizing the trains involved in the conflict, we resolve the conflict at the node by delaying the unprioritized train according to the strategy in Table 1 . In Fig. 4 , this corresponds to the selection of the section where the unprioritized train is to be delayed: "94979 waits for 1267 at ÖND1". Surely, as part of this step, we update the partial timetable as per the above decision. After this step, the above steps are repeated for the left child of the root node, owing to the recursive function call on Line 15 of Algorithm 3.
Parallel algorithm
We design the parallel algorithm by decomposing the sequential DFS construction of the search tree into several disjoint tasks which can be computed in parallel on the processing cores of the underlying hardware. At every node starting with the root node, the parent thread responsible for performing computations on the node determines whether it is going to be a leaf node or an internal node 1 by detecting the number of conflicts in the corresponding node-related partial timetable. If it is going to be an internal node, the parent thread (1) spawns a child thread, (2) assigns to it the task of constructing the right sub-tree, (3) initializes its Thread-local Storage (TLS) by copying the state of the parent node, and (4) continues with the construction of the left sub-tree. Thus, each thread constructs and traverses a branch of the search tree. Throughout the execution of the parallel program, the operating system dynamically assigns threads to the available processors, and all the threads share and update the value of global best solution. By means of this design, the parallel algorithm is functionally equivalent to the sequential algorithm, i.e., it obtains the same best solutions when run to completion. However, we noticed that this algorithmic design is not scalable when applied on larger problem instances, due to the creation of several child threads. The thread creation, synchronization and initialization of TLS is a non-trivial computational task and has a significant effect on the performance of the parallel program. In order to overcome this drawback, we introduce a parameter that limits the number of spawned child threads.
Prior to the execution of the parallel program, we set a maximum limit on the number of spawned child threads. During the execution of the program, once the specified number of child threads are created, each thread runs in parallel an instance of the aforementioned sequential DFS algorithm with the appropriate node as its root node (illustrated in Fig. 5 ). After this point in time, no new child threads are spawned throughout the execution of the program. A minor drawback of this approach is that as time progresses, the existing threads may finish building their sub-tree and hence terminate. Therefore, the number of threads could decrease with a progress of time.
When the sequential program is used to solve a disturbance scenario, the same search tree is constructed across several runs of the program. In the case of the parallel program, the search tree that is constructed before terminating at the best solution varies slightly across several runs. This is because the scheduling of parallel threads of execution by the operating system of the hardware platform cannot be determined at the program runtime.
Methods for performance evaluation
In order to analyze the performance of a parallel implementation and to evaluate the benefit of parallelism, a comparison with the execution time of a sequential implementation is crucial (Rauber and Rünger, 2013) . Speedup (expressed as a relative saving in execution times) is a frequently employed metric for the practical evaluation of parallel implementations (Rauber and Rünger, 2013) . The baseline implementation used to calculate speedup values is often chosen from the following alternatives (Crowl, 1994) : (1) the equivalent sequential implementation, (2) the best known (i.e., fastest) sequential implementation, or (3) the parallel implementation running on one processing core. Fig. 5 . Illustration of parallel depth-first construction of the search tree with a threshold of 6 child threads.
1 In a binary tree, an internal node is any node that has either one or two child nodes. All other nodes with no child nodes are called leaf nodes.
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The execution time of a parallel implementation cannot be arbitrarily reduced by employing additional parallel resources (Rauber and Rünger, 2013) . When the best known sequential implementation is used to compute the speedup of the parallel implementation (on P processors), the computed value is bound by the number of processors (i.e., Speedup P ⩽ ) (Rauber and Rünger, 2013) . Since the best known sequential implementation is usually difficult to determine or construct, the speedup is often computed by using the other available alternatives. Though we inspect the speedup of our parallel implementation (on P processing cores) with respect to the equivalent sequential implementation, we compute and present the speedup values with respect to the parallel implementation running on a single processing core. 
Experimental set-up
Description of the platform
We record measurements on a parallel machine with 8 processing cores (pair of Intel Xeon E5335 quad-core processors) and a random-access memory of 16 GB. Each core has 32 KB L1 instruction cache and 32 KB L1 data cache. Each processor (i.e., 4 cores) is equipped with 8 MB L2 cache. The underlying operating system is Ubuntu 14.04.5.
Case study
Based on the cause, disturbances can be classified into three categories: (C1) A train enters the traffic management district with a certain delay or it suffers from a temporary delay at one section within the district. (C2) A train has a permanent malfunction resulting in increased running times on all line sections it is planned to occupy. (C3) An infrastructure failure causing, e.g., a speed reduction on a certain section, which results in increased running times for all trains running through that section.
According to this classification, every disturbance belongs to either of the three categories (C1-C3), unless it results in full blockage of specific track(s). Alternatively, based on their severity, disturbances can be exhaustively classified into two types: minor Kristianstads södra (Crs)
Kristianstads dp Kristianstad Fig. 6 . Illustration of the studied railway line Karlskrona-Tjörnarp . Note: Tjörnarp is close to Vinslöv (that is labelled on the map).
S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 disturbances, and major disturbances (Lamorgese et al., 2018) . Theoretically, the algorithm can deal with all the aforementioned disturbances; no aspect of the algorithm assumes or requires the disturbance to be of a specific category. However, in our case study, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm only for disturbances where the delay situation is initiated by a train that suffers from a temporary delay (i.e., Category 1 disturbances). This delay may then propagate within the studied network depending on the level of congestion and the way in which the trains are re-scheduled. In representative sampling, a researcher purposely selects cases for a study such that they match the larger population on specific characteristics (Urdan, 2016) . In order to reduce the threat to generalizability of the conclusions, we use representative sampling with an aim to ensure that the sample (i.e., the set of chosen disturbance scenarios) is a sufficiently close representative of the population (i.e., set of all possible Category 1 disturbance scenarios).
We conduct experiments with the railway network from Karlskrona-Tjörnarp (illustrated in Fig. 6 ). The infrastructure consists of a single-track line with 59 sections (including stations), and all tracks are bi-directional. The original timetable is from 15:50 to 21:10 (5 h 20 min). The disturbance scenarios 1-8, 9-16, 17-24, 25-32, and 33-40 correspond to induced delays of 5 min, 13 min, 17 min, 21 min and 25 min respectively. The time windows for the scenarios vary between 2 h and 4.9 h. The 40 disturbance scenarios comprising the case study are enumerated in Table 4 . Valuation of the optimal solution Cost (i.e., Total final delay), Delayed trains ✓ Execution time ✓ * We record these values but do not present them for the sake of brevity. We observe that the properties of the search tree are highly similar irrespective of the parallel algorithm being executed on 1 core or 8 cores. Note: Execution time refers to the time taken by the program to find the solution. S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 In every considered disturbance scenario of the case study, we have a single source of disturbance. Nonetheless, in real-life scenarios where disturbances occur throughout the day, the algorithm could potentially also be used for iteratively re-scheduling the existing timetable based on the potential propagation of delays and the newly occurred disturbance.
Evaluation and validation of the algorithms
In order to evaluate the algorithms, we implement them inC++ and solve the problem scenarios in the case study using four methods: the sequential program, the parallel program (on 1 core and 8 cores) with a threshold of 64 child threads, and the commercial MIP solver (Gurobi). The latter provides the optimal solution to the MILP formulation of the problem (Appendix A), whereas the former three programs provide the obtained 'best' solution. In order to execute the parallel program on a single processing core of the parallel machine, we employed the command: taskset -cpu-list 0.
As a prior step to the evaluation of algorithms, we numerically validate our programs (using Algorithm 1) by ensuring that the output timetable is feasible (i.e., conflict-free). We then visualize a subset of the timetables associated with the best solutions and validate them 'manually' by means of a train timetable visualization tool (Fig. 7) . This 'manual validation' is performed in order: (i) to understand the interaction between trains, (ii) to comprehend the kind of prioritization that was done by the algorithm, and (iii) to analyze whether the obtained 'best' feasible solutions are indeed reasonable. Since the interactions between trains cannot be fully grasped via numbers, and since it is easier to have a larger view of such interactions via graphical timetables, we make use of a visualization tool.
We ensure that the taskset command is indeed running the parallel program on 1 core (as intended) through monitoring with the top utility and verifying that the %CPU usage 2 of the program is not greater than 100%. We validate the correctness of our algorithmic design by verifying equality in the results (i.e., costs of the best solutions) of the sequential and the parallel programs. Apart from the above validations, we also compare the obtained solution with the optimal solution. The value of the optimal solution is a lower bound for the value of the best solution obtained by the algorithms. In order to compute the average execution time for obtaining the best solution, we solve each problem scenario 5 times (i.e., in total, 200 runs each of sequential program, parallel program (on 1 core and 8 cores)). All metrics that are used to evaluate the algorithms are enumerated in Table 2 . While recording the execution times, we disable all kinds of Disk I/O operations performed by the program (e.g., logging the rescheduling procedure, saving the feasible solutions to disk, etc.) as such operations can heavily distort the measurements. While validating the recorded properties of the full binary tree (Table B .1), we employed the following characteristic of a Full binary tree: Number of branches = Number of internal nodes + 1.
Results and discussion
Goodness of heuristic
The best solutions obtained by the algorithm are reasonably close to optimal solutions in majority of the disturbance scenarios (the average relative optimality gap 3 = 0.1888), thus indicating the goodness of the designed heuristic (refer Tables 3, 4 , Fig. 8 ). On is computed over 37 disturbance scenarios. In case of the remaining 3 disturbance scenarios (scenario numbers 1, 2, S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 Table 4 Results Scenario Detailed description of the disturbance scenario S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 an average, the cost of the obtained best solution is ≈19% more than the cost of the optimal solution. (see Table A .1).
Drawbacks of sequential algorithm
Though the employed heuristic returns reasonable solutions across all disturbance scenarios and does so quickly (⪅15 sec) for several scenarios, it executes notably slower (1.4-6.4 min) on some disturbance scenarios, particularly those with larger disturbance times. The average speed of the sequential algorithm across the entire range of problem scenarios suggests room for improvement. The execution times span across a wide range of values; consequently, the standard deviation is very high. This shows the lack of reliability in execution speed of the sequential algorithm.
The aforementioned facts indicate that a DFS strategy is perhaps the reason for the unreliability in speed of execution. It can be conjectured that the distributions of best solutions in the search space are unfavourable for the application of DFS across all disturbance scenarios. The results in Table B .1 indeed reveal that the slowness of the sequential algorithm in respective scenarios is due to the position of the obtained best solution in the search space. Though a Breadth-first search (BFS) strategy appears to be a decent alternative, it is accompanied by practical limitations concerning memory requirements; for the problem under consideration, a breadth-first approach will typically exhaust the memory available on the experimental platform. This hints at the requirement of an alternative hybrid approach that combines DFS and breadthwise tree exploration. Interestingly, our parallel DFS algorithm when run on a single-core architecture fulfils the aforementioned requirement.
Benefits of parallel algorithm design
The obtained results (Table 4) show an improvement in the algorithmic performance when moved from the depth-first approach to a hybrid approach. The parallel algorithm running on 1 processing core makes significant performance gains; a speedup of 10.5 in finding the best solution, and a substantial reduction in the range of execution times. One of the main factors affecting the time taken to find a solution is the portion of search space traversed in order to find that solution. Assuming within reason that the execution time is proportional to the number of explored internal nodes (i.e., number of resolved conflicts), we expect the parallel algorithm on 1 core to gain a speedup of ≈ 3, since the average number of internal nodes in the explored search tree is 3.21 times lesser than the sequential counterpart (see Table B .1).
But, our calculated average speedup equals 10.5 due to the following reason: The properties of the search tree presented in Table  B .1 correspond to the size of the search tree when the algorithm determines that it has the 'best' solution in its search space (i.e., just before it terminates). The execution times presented in Table 4 correspond to the time when the algorithm finds the best solution, at S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 which point it does not know that the found solution is the best candidate in the solution space. So, even after finding the best solution, the algorithm explores all other unexplored potential nodes and appropriately prunes them based on the chosen criteria. Therefore, though the parallel algorithmic design one-thirds the workload in determining the best solution, it actually finds the best solution significantly (i.e., 10.5 times) faster. We expect to achieve further speedup when the hybrid approach employed by the parallel algorithm is realized on a multi-core architecture.
Discussion on superlinear speedups
When P processors (or cores) simultaneously perform DFS on disjoint parts of a state-space tree to find the 'best' solution, the average speedup in comparison to the sequential DFS algorithm (S P seq ) can often be superlinear ( P > ) (Rao and Kumar, 1988) . This massive speedup can be attributed to one or more of the following factors:
1. The time when the first solution is discovered by one of the processors (Rao and Kumar, 1988; Kumar and Rao, 1987) . 2. The discovery of a 'good' solution by one of the processors (Barr and Hickman, 1993) . 3. The order of discovery of good solutions (Barr and Hickman, 1993) . S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 4. The distribution of the best solutions across a small region of the search tree (Rao and Kumar, 1988; Kumar and Rao, 1987) . 5. The increased cache memory in a parallel hardware configuration (Ristov et al., 2016) .
The discovery of a good solution can eliminate a large portion of the tree from consideration. The order of discovery of good solutions has a significant effect on the proportion of the explored search tree. If the best solutions are randomly distributed in a relatively small region of the search space, then the average speedup S P seq can be superlinear (Rao and Kumar, 1988) . Typically, searching algorithms that terminate when one of the processors finds the best solution, experience superlinear speedups because the work performed by the parallel algorithm can be significantly less than that performed by the sequential algorithm. Rao and Kumar (1988) present and discuss a comprehensive analytical model to discuss such speedups.
6.5. Performance of parallel algorithm on multi-core architecture
Owing to the aforementioned factors, a superlinear speedup can be seen in our parallel program when compared to the sequential program (notice the values of Seq and Par 8 in Table 4 ). The average speedup obtained by running on 1 core reveals that these speedups are primarily caused due to the way in which the best solutions are distributed across the search tree for the respective disturbance scenario. Thus, evaluating the performance of the parallel algorithm based on these figures will likely overestimate the achieved speedup. The speedup values presented in Table 4 are computed with respect to the parallel program on 1 core, thus ensuring that we have a good estimate of the performance gain due to parallelism.
In conformance with our expectations, the computed speedup values S 8 show further improvement in the execution times of the parallel algorithm when migrated from 1 core to 8 cores. We attribute this improvement to the parallel algorithm design that provides benefit from the execution on multi-core architecture. The obtained speedup values are sub-linear, i.e., they are less than the number of cores in the experiment platform. This was expected as the number of parallel threads could decrease with a progress in the execution of the parallel program. Finding the best solution: Through our experiments, we observe that the parallel program (on 8 cores) consistently runs faster than the sequential counterpart for multiple runs on various disturbance scenarios (Fig. 9) . The scheduling of threads by the underlying Operating system does not have a considerable impact on the results. In many scenarios, the sequential algorithm starts with a 'bad' solution and slowly converges to the best solution. In contrast, the parallel algorithm quickly converges to the best solution from its first found solution, irrespective of the cost of the first solution. This is because the parallel program simultaneously explores 64 branches of the search tree while avoiding unnecessary explorations by sharing the updated cost of the global best solution among all parallel threads of execution.
Nevertheless, the parallel program typically finds a better first solution because it starts exploring (quite early in time) other breadthwise regions of the tree that are otherwise unexplored (at that point in time) by the sequential program. In all the disturbance scenarios where the sequential program outperforms the parallel program, both of them finish execution in less than 0.25 s. For complicated disturbance scenarios resulting in several initial conflicts, the parallel algorithm has a significantly better performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, conducive to efficiently solving the real-time railway rescheduling problem on a multi-core parallel architecture, we represented the search space in the form of a train-conflict binary tree. In order to search the tree for the 'best' solution, we designed a novel heuristic algorithm based on DFS strategy. The heuristic quickly finds a decent solution for many disturbance scenarios in the considered case study, thus indicating the effectiveness of the devised search space representation. However, we observe that employing the DFS strategy renders the heuristic algorithm unstable, i.e., it runs significantly slower across few disturbance scenarios. Based on our results, we conclude that in the context of real-time railway rescheduling and solution space navigation, a sequential DFS is not a preferable approach as it could often end up searching quite many unnecessary parts of the tree.
The representation of the search tree could possibly be improved: (1) by making a node denote a conflict between more than 2 trains, whenever the need arises, and (2) by effectively resolving multiple conflicts at every node. The pruning strategy in the heuristic algorithm can be improved: (1) by pruning the branches based on multiple factors (e.g., solution cost, delayed trains, retimed trains, etc.), and (2) by finding an initial bound for search tree construction, typically by employing a dispatching rule. The algorithm could possibly be improved further by considering different strategies while selecting the conflict to be resolved at each node (in contrast to merely selecting the earliest conflict from the list of conflicts in the timetable associated with the node). An example of such a strategy is to select a conflict which, when resolved, leads to no new conflicts (or few new conflicts).
We designed a parallel algorithm that employs a DFS strategy to simultaneously explore breadthwise disjoint parts of the search tree. This parallel approach which incorporates the sequential heuristic, significantly increases its speed (by a factor of 10.5) and runs consistently fast across all scenarios, even when executed on 1 processing core. When this parallel algorithm is executed on multi-core architecture (with 8 cores), we observe further speedup (of 4.68) and a higher consistency in execution speeds (i.e., lower standard deviation in recorded execution times). Through a performance assessment of the devised algorithms, we demonstrated that though the sequential algorithm is notably slower on many disturbance scenarios, the parallel algorithm gives us an opportunity to find the best solutions fast (i.e., within 6 s) across all the scenarios.
The average superlinear speedup of the parallel algorithm (compared to the sequential algorithm) suggests a comprehensive investigation into the distribution of solutions in the search space. Owing to the diverse distribution of solutions across several disturbance scenarios, intelligent traversal of the search tree is an important topic for further investigation. The parallel algorithm can be further improved by allowing thread creation whenever an existing thread terminates, even after the threshold limit (for the number of spawned threads) is once reached. Finally, in order to gain further benefits due to parallelism, the existing parallel algorithm can be developed to enable the use of computations on Graphics processing units.
= ⎧
⎨ ⎩ h 1, if it is a commercial stop. 0, otherwise. S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 (3) the order of events on a section j. Note that we do not perform global rerouting, i.e., we do not change the set of events on a section j, but only their order. The optimization model contains six types of decision variables. Table A 
:
Event i k ( , ) precedes event̂î k ( , ) with respect to the order in the set L j.
For trains running in the opposite direction
For trains running in the same direction
For each train event, we have the following two continuous, non-negative decision variables:
Variable representing the rescheduled begin time of the event k of train i.
Variable representing the rescheduled end time of the event k of train i.
For each train, we have the following continuous, non-negative decision variable: z i Variable representing the delay experienced at the final destination by train i. (continued on next page) S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 S.P. Josyula et al. Transportation Research Part C 95 (2018) 545-569 
